Organizations with data and analytics
leaders put more weight on customer
experience and drive revenue growth.
BearingPoint – CDO Survey
What factors contributed or will contribute
most to the appointment of a CDO?

What best describes the maturity of your CDO
office?
Medium 19%

Challenges with data governance
and management

58%

Business opportunity to create
new data-driven products or services

53%

Digital transformation requirements

53%

40%

37%
High 19%

Low 44%
30%
22%

22%

20%
Data quality issues

14%

42%
10%

Regulatory compliance

5%

37%
0%

Competitive challenges and drive for
differentiation using data

31%

Need for better business insights

1. Sandbox the office has
just started
but no major
investments
have been
made so far

29%

Data breach and concern for
data security

21%

Response to competitors appointing
a Chief Data Officer

2. Ad-hoc the office
initiated
but not yet
functioning

3. Functioning the office is
linked to the
business
strategy and
outcomes

4. Managed the office is
established,
functioning
and accountable
for business
outcomes

5. Exemplary the office acts
as showcase
for others

5%

What are the major roadblocks to the
success of a CDO?

Considering the analytics value chain, where should
a greater focus be placed in comparison to today?

Poor data literacy

65%

Cultural challenges &
resistance to change

56%

Lack of relevant skills or staff

49%

Unclear understanding of the
CDOs / data & analytics team role
Lack of resources and funding
to support initiatives
Lack of capabilities (e.g. change %
communication, toolset, etc.)

35%
33%

Data management

Data governance

Data exploration

Data action

Data valorization

Data-driven culture

Sourcing,
capturing
and storing
data

Securing and
accessing data

Discover and
analyze data

Data-driven
insights and
action

Sharing
and selling
data services
and products

Establishing
data literacy

77%

75%

85%

88%

51%

88%

32%

Missing information governance

30%

Organizational inertia to change
the business model

28%
26%

Resistance from other senior executives
Lack of auhority to execute CDO / data
& analytics team responsibilities

22%
19%

Working on wrong priorities

What are the top main drivers to use data & analytics or AI?
Without CDO

With CDO

Support the shift to a digital business

29%

Increase revenue

Improve efficiency and/or reduce costs through automation

29%

Increase our customer experience / intimacy

Drive product or service offering innovation

28%

Increase our customer experience / intimacy
Changing our business model

27%

24%

Improve efficiency and/or reduce costs through automation

22%

24%

Enter new markets, new client segments

22%

Companies without a CDO use data & analytics or AI mainly to improve their efficiency and reduce cost
through automation as well as to support their shift to a digital business.
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Support the shift to a digital business

37%
32%

Whereas peers with an active CDO clearly focused on driving revenue growth and boosting their customer experience.

